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In this paper we study the lattice model of Zn-1-symmetry protected topological states (1-SPT)
in 3+1D for even n. We write down an exactly soluble lattice model and study its boundary
transformation. On the boundary, we show the existence of anyons with non-trivial self-statistics.
For the n = 2 case, where the bulk classification is given by an integer m mod 4, we show that the
boundary can be gapped with double semion topological order for m = 1 and toric code for m = 2.
The bulk ground state wavefunction amplitude is given in terms of the linking numbers of loops in
the dual lattice. Our construction can be generalized to arbitrary 1-SPT protected by finite unitary
symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry protected topological (SPT) states1–3 are
states without topological order,4–6 which have a unique
gapped ground state in closed manifolds. An exam-
ple is the Z2-protected SPT in 2D. The ground state
wavefunction is the superposition of domain walls, with
(−1)no. of domain walls as its amplitude2,7. The boundary
of SPT cannot be gapped with a unique ground state on
all manifolds. Generically it is gapless, breaks symmetry
spontaneously, or has topological order.
In the traditional SPT, symmetry acts globally on the
entire spatial lattice. In contrast, “k-symmetry protected
topological states”(k-SPT)8–10 has symmetry acting on
closed sub-lattices of codimension k.8,9,11–21 For example
in 3d, a 1-symmetry operator acts on codimension 1 sur-
faces. These surfaces intersect the boundary as strings.
The traditional SPT corresponds to k = 0.
In this paper we explore properties of G = Zn 1-SPT
states. We find that on the boundary, the transformation
strings can carry non-trivial self-statistics. The bound-
ary of the 1-SPT would have emergent anyons. We also
find that it is possible to gap out the surface with a topo-
logical ordered state. The topological ordered boundary
state has degenerate ground states if the surface mani-
fold has non-zero genus. These degenerate states exhibit
the spontaneous breaking of 1-symmetry.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section II we
introduce the notations to be used throughout the paper.
In section III we present the cocycle and Lagrangian for
our model. In section IV we write down the Hamiltonian
corresponding to the Lagrangian. In section V we write
down the ground state wavefunction and the anomalous
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2phase in the boundary transformation when the model
lives in an open spatial manifold. We also derive the self-
and mutual- statistics of the boundary transformation
strings. In section VI we engineer a gapped Hamiltonian
on the boundary in the n = 2 case, and see that the
gapped boundary is identical to the toric code model (for
m = 2) and the double semion model (for m = 1). In
section VII we present the geometric interpretation of the
bulk wave function amplitude as a knot invariant (linking
number) of loops in the dual lattice.
II. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
In this paper, we will use extensively the notion of
cochain, cocycle, and coboundary, as well as their higher
cup product ^
k
and Steenrod square Sqk. A brief intro-
duction can be found in Appendix A. We will abbreviate
the cup product a ^ b as ab by dropping ^. We will
use
n
= to mean equal up to a multiple of n, and use
d
=
to mean equal up to df (i.e. up to a coboundary). We
will use 〈l,m〉 to denote the greatest common divisor of
l and m (〈0,m〉 ≡ m). We will also use bxe to denote
the integer that is closest to x. (If two integers have the
same distance to x, we will choose the smaller one, eg .
b 12e = 0.)
In this paper, we will deal with Zn-value quantities.
We will denote them as:
aZn := a− nba
n
e,
so the value of aZn has a range from −bn−12 e to bn2 e. We
will sometimes lift a Zn-value to Z-value, and when we
do so we omit the superscript, eg . aZn → aZ = a, so we
can make sense of expressions like aZn+a′Z, which means
aZ + a′Z. Since (a + nuZ)Zn = aZn , whenever we lift a
Zn-value to Z-value we need to take care whether the
final result is independent of choice of lifting, i.e. choice
of uZ.
III. A 3+1D MODEL TO REALIZE A Zn-1-SPT
PHASE FOR EVEN n
To construct lattice models with higher symmetries, it
is convenient to do so in the spacetime Lagrangian for-
malism. We construct a spacetime lattice by first trian-
gulating a D-dimensional spacetime manifold MD. (In
this paper, we will use D to denote spacetime dimensions
and d to denote space dimensions.) So a spacetime lat-
tice is a D-complexMD with vertices labeled by i, links
labeled by ij, triangles labeled by ijk, etc(see Fig. 1).
The D-complexMD also has a dual complex denoted as
M˜D. The vertices of MD correspond to the D-cells in
M˜D, The links ofMD correspond to the (D−1)-cells in
M˜D, etc
Our spacetime lattice model may have a field living on
the vertices, gi. Such a field is called a 0-cochain. The
i j
k
FIG. 1. (Color online) The black lines describe a 2-
dimensional spacetime complex M2. The red lines describe
the dual complex M˜2.
model may also have a field living on the links, aij . Such
a field is called a 1-cochain, etc. To construct spacetime
lattice models, in particular, the topological spacetime
lattice models,8,9,22,23 we will use extensively the math-
ematical formalism of cochains, coboundaries, and cocy-
cles (see Appendix A).
A. The bulk exactly soluble Lagrangian
We consider a 3+1D bosonic model on a spacetime
complex M4, with Zn-valued dynamic field aZnij on the
links ij of the complexM4. Here n is even. We also have
a Zn-valued non-dynamical background field Bˆ
Zn
ijk on the
triangles ijk of the complex M4. BˆZn is a Zn-valued
2-cocycle
dBˆZn
n
= 0. (1)
The path integral of our bosonic model is given by
Z =
∑
{aZn}
e2pi i
∫
M4 ω4[B] (2)
ω4[B] := m
2n
Sq2BZn , (3)
B := Bˆ + da (4)
BZn = Bˆ + da− nb Bˆ + da
n
e
where m,n = integers,
∑
{aZn} sums over Zn-valued 1-
cochains aZn . We have lifted the Zn-valued quantities
BˆZn and aZn to Z-valued quantities Bˆ and a. Also Sq2
is the generalized Steenrod square defined by eqn. (A21).
We will show that the above model realizes a Zn-1-SPT
phase.
Since ω4[B] = ω4[BZn ] and BZn is invariant under the
transformation
Bˆ → Bˆ + nbZ, a→ a+ nuZ, (5)
where bZ and uZ are any Z valued 2-cochain and 1-
cochain, the action amplitude in eqn. (2) is invariant,
3even when M4 has a boundary. The above result also
implies that the model has a Zn-1-symmetry generated
by
a→ a+ αZn , dαZn n= 0, (6)
even when M4 has a boundary.
Also it can be checked that e2pi iω4 is a U(1)-valued
cocycle: Using (A21), (A18) and dBZn n= 0 which follows
from (1), and remembering that n is even, we have
dω4[BZn ]
=
m
2n
dSq2BZn
=
m
2n
d
(
BZnBZn + BZn ^
1
dBZn
)
=
m
2n
(
dBZnBZn + BZn dBZn
+ dBZn ^
1
dBZn + BZn dBZn − dBZnBZn)
=
m
2n
(
2BZn dBZn + dBZn ^
1
dBZn
)
1
= 0.
In eqn. (4), BˆZn is the Zn background 2-connection to
describe the twist of the Zn-1-symmetry. The model has
a Zn gauge symmetry:
a→ a+ aˆZn , Bˆ → Bˆ − daˆZn . (7)
Also, using dB n= 0, (A21) and (A18),
m
2n
Sq2BZn (8)
=
m
2n
Sq2(B − nbB
n
e)
=
m
2n
[(B − nbB
n
e)(B − nbB
n
e)
+
(B − nbB
n
e)^
1
d
(B − nbB
n
e)]
1
=
m
2n
Sq2B + m
2
(bB
n
eB + BbB
n
e+ B ^
1
dbB
n
e)
1
=
m
2n
Sq2B + m
2
d
(B ^
1
bB
n
e) (9)
d
=
m
2n
Sq2B = m
2n
Sq2(Bˆ + da) (10)
=
m
2n
[(
Bˆ + da
)(
Bˆ + da
)
+
(
Bˆ + da
)
^
1
d
(
Bˆ + da
)]
1
=
m
2n
[
Sq2Bˆ + Bˆda+ daBˆ + dada+ da ^
1
dBˆ
]
1
=
m
2n
[
Sq2Bˆ + d
(
ada+ da ^
1
Bˆ + 2aBˆ
)]
(11)
d
=
m
2n
Sq2Bˆ
d
=
m
2n
Sq2BˆZn .
In the last step we reused (8)
1,d
= (10) with B replaced by
Bˆ. Therefore
e2pi i
∫
M4
m
2nSq
2(Bˆ+da)Zn = e2pi i
∫
M4
m
2nSq
2BˆZn (12)
for closed spacetime M4. The model is exactly soluble
and gapped for closed spacetime M4.
Eqn. (2) has no topological order since on closed space-
time and for BˆZn = 0
Z(M4) =
∑
{aZn}
e2pi i
∫
M4
m
2nSq
2(da)Zn =
∑
{aZn}
1 = nNl ,
(13)
where Nl is the number of links in the spacetime complex
M4. nNl is the so called the volume term that is linear in
the spacetime volume. The topological partition function
Ztop is given by removing the volume term:24,25
Ztop(M4) = Z(M4)/nNl , (14)
which is equal to 1 for all closed 4-complexM4. Thus the
above model has no topological order. After we turn on
the flat Zn-2-connection BˆZn , the topological partition
function of the model (2) becomes
Ztop(M4, Bˆ) = e2pi i
∫
M4
m
2n [Bˆ
Zn BˆZn+BˆZn^
1
dBˆZn ]
, (15)
dBˆZn
n
= 0.
In Ref. 26, it was shown that H4(B(Zn, 2);R/Z) = Z2n
for n = even. Thus the above 1-SPT invariant is non-
trivial. There are 2n distinct Zn-1-SPT phases labeled
by m = 0, · · · , 2n− 1.
IV. EXACTLY SOLUBLE HAMILTONIAN
In this section we derive the exactly soluble Zn-1-
SPT Hamiltonian. For simplicity we focus on the un-
twisted theory and set the non-dynamical background
2-connection BˆZn = 0 so Ztop depends on aZn only.
The action (2) is:
Ztop =
1
nNl
∑
{aZn}
e2pi i
∫
M4 ω4[da
Zn ], (16)
using (8)
1
= (9) and (10)
1
= (11) with Bˆ = 0,
ω4[da
Zn ] =
m
2n
Sq2(da)Zn
1
=
m
2n
Sq2 daZn + d
(m
2
daZn ^
1
b da
Zn
n
e)
=
m
2n
Sq2 daZn + dξ3[a
Zn ]
= d
(m
2n
aZn daZn + ξ3[a
Zn ]
)
= dφ3[a], (17)
(note that daZn = d(aZn) 6= (da)Zn) where
ξ3[a] : =
m
2
da ^
1
b da
n
e (18)
φ3[a] : =
m
2n
aZn daZn + ξ3[a
Zn ]
1
=
m
2n
ada+ ξ3[a] + dξ2[a] (19)
ξ2[a] : =
m
2
(
aba
n
e+ da ^
1
ba
n
e
)
. (20)
4(19) and (20) are obtained from the previous line by
writing out aZn → a − nb ane. By construction we have
φ3[a] = φ3[a+nu
Z] = φ3[a
Zn ] for any Z-valued 1-cochain
uZ. However, ξ3 and ξ2 do not enjoy this property. (See
Appendix J for relationship between ω4 and φ3 in gen-
eral.)
We will analyze the cases for even and odd m sepa-
rately. For each case we write down the Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
ij
Pij ,
which is the sum over links ij of projectors Pij , as de-
scribed in Appendix B. We can compute Pij by assuming
a hypercubic lattice for the space-time M4 = R4 trian-
gulated as in Appendix D. The Hilbert space is spanned
by |{aZnij }〉 for links ij in the 3D cubic lattice.
A. Even m case
When m is even, (17) and (19) are simplified consid-
erably. The result is
ω4[da
Zn ]
1
=
m
2n
Sq2(daZn) (21)
1
= dφ3[a]
φ3[a]
1
=
m
2n
ada. (22)
We will also triangulate R3 as described in Appendix D.
The variables in our lattice model lives on links. There
are three types of links: 1-diagonal, 2-diagonal or 3-
diagonal. A link ij is defined to be k-diagonal if the
displacement vector from i to j differs by k distinct unit
vectors ∈ {xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆ3}. In the even m case, as shown in
Appendix F, the 2-diagonal and 3-diagonal links form
product states and can be ignored.
For the 1-diagonal links, the topological action
Ztop =
1
nNl
∑
{aZn}
e2pi i
∫
M4
m
2nSq
2(da)Zn (23)
leads to mutually commuting projectors (F2)
Pij =
1
n
n∑
k=0
X̂kij e
2pi i mk2n
αβγ
2 [Fβγ(~rij+
~1
2 )+Fβγ(~rij−~12 )],
where the sum is carried over 1-diagonal links ij = (~n, ~n+
αˆ), X̂ij |aZnij 〉 = |(aij + 1)Zn〉, ~rij = ~n+ αˆ2 is the mid-point
of the link. ~12 = (
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) and Fβγ(~r) reads off the “flux”
through the square centered at ~r, or more specifically
Fβγ(~r) := 〈daZn , (~0, βˆ, βˆ + γˆ)~r− βˆ2− γˆ2 〉 − (β ↔ γ),
where (~a,~b, . . . ,~c)~n is a shorthand for (~a+~n,~b+~n, . . . ,~c+
~n). The Hamiltonian is illustrated in Fig. 2
or or
FIG. 2. (Color online) The lattice Hamiltonian for even m 1-
symmetric SPT consists of commuting projectors Pij summed
over all links in the cubic lattice. The projector consists of
an operator X̂ij(depicted in green) which increments the link
value aZn → (a + 1)Zn , and the operators e2pi i m2nF that
multiplies the state by a phase proportional to the fluxes
F =
∑
 da
Zn through the two squares(depicted in blue)
touching ij.
B. General m case
In appendix G we show for general m the correspond-
ing projectors are given by (G1):
Pij =
1
n
n∑
k=0
X̂kij e
2pi i
∫
R3 δkφ3[a
Zn ].
Here δkφ3[a
Zn ] is the change in φ3[a
Zn ] when a single
link ij changes as aZnij → (aij + k)Zn . Under our trian-
gulation, it is evaluated for 1-, 2-, 3- diagonal links in
Appendix G.
V. GROUND STATE WAVEFUNCTIONS AND
BOUNDARY TRANSFORMATIONS
By Appendix C, the ground state wavefunction in
closed space 3-manifold M3 is given by
|ψ0〉 =
∑
{aZn}
e2pii
∫
M3 φ3[a
Zn ]|{aZn}〉. (24)
For physical interpretation of these wavefunctions, see
Section VII.
A. Boundary States and their 1-symmetry
transformations
Suppose we are interested in space 3-manifold which
has a boundary. We may write down a “boundary state”
by separating {aZn} = {aZnbulk, aZn∂ } into boundary and
bulk links, fixing the values of aZn∂ at the boundary in
(24) and only sum over links aZnbulk inside the bulk.
|{aZn∂ }〉∂ :=
∑
{aZnbulk}
e2pii
∫
M3 φ3[a
Zn
bulk,a
Zn
∂ ]|{aZnbulk, aZn∂ }〉.
(25)
5Consider a 1-symmetry transformation
|aZn〉 → |a′Zn〉 = |(a+ α)Zn〉, (26)
where αZn is a Zn-valued 1-cochain. We have
|{aZn∂ }〉∂
→
∑
{aZnbulk}
e2pii
∫
M3 φ3[a
Zn ]|{(a+ α)Zn}〉
=
∑
{a′Znbulk}
e2pii
∫
M3 φ3[a
′Zn ]−δαφ3[aZn ]|{a′Zn}〉 (27)
with
δαΦ[a] := Φ[a+ α]− Φ[a].
for any function Φ[a].
For 1-symmetry, we have dαZn
n
= 0, then
−δαφ3[aZn ] 1= −m
2n
αZn daZn +
m
2
(
aZn
dαZn
n
+ αZn
dαZn
n
)
+
m
2
daZn ^
1
dαZn
n
+ δαZn dξ2[a
Zn ]
1
= d
[m
2n
αZnaZn +
m
2
(
aZn ^
1
dαZn
n
)
+ δαZn ξ2[a
Zn ]
]
+
m
2
αZn
dαZn
n
. (28)
Assuming α = dhZn for a Zn valued 0-cochain hZn ,
then the last term can be made into a total derivative:
m
2
αZn
dαZn
n
1
=
m
2
(
α
dα
n
+ αdbα
n
e
)
=
m
2
dhZn db dh
Zn
n
e
= d
(m
2
hZn db dh
Zn
n
e)
1
= d
(m
2
hdb dh
n
e).
So
−δαφ3[aZn ] = dφ2[a, h] (29)
φ2[a, h] : =
m
2n
αZnaZn +
m
2
(
aZn ^
1
dαZn
n
)
+ δαZn ξ2[a
Zn ] +
m
2
(
hZn db dh
Zn
n
e) (30)
1
=
m
2n
αa+
m
2
(
a ^
1
dα
n
)
+ δαξ2[a]
+ d
(m
2
bα
n
e^
1
a
)
+
m
2
αbα
n
e+ m
2
(
hdb dh
n
e)
1
=
m
2n
dha+ δdhξ2[a] + dξ1[a, h] (31)
ξ1[a, h] : =
m
2
(b dh
n
e^
1
a+ hb dh
n
e).
By construction (30) we have
φ2[a, h] = φ2[a
Zn , hZn ]. (32)
(See Appendix J for relationship between ω4, φ3 and φ2
in general.)
We also see that
∫
M3 δαφ3[{aZn}] is independent of
aZnbulk or a
′Zn
bulk, so we may take it out of the sum in the
last line of (27) and write:
|{aZn∂ }〉∂
→ e−2pii
∫
M3 δαφ3[a
Zn
∂ ]|{a′Zn∂ }〉∂
= e2pii
∫
∂M3 φ2[a
Zn
∂ ,h
Zn ]|{a′Zn∂ }〉∂ . (33)
In the even m case, (30) simplifies to
φ2[a, h]
1
=
m
2n
αZnaZn ,
so the non-onsite phase for the anomalous 1-symmetry is∫
∂M3
φ2[a
Zn , hZn ]
1
=
m
2n
∫
∂M3
αZnaZn
=
m
2n
∫
∂M3∩αZn
aZn . (34)
Here ∩ is the cap product27, which takes as input a q-
cochain φq and n-chain (0 → n), and outputs a (n− q)-
chain given by:
(0→ n) ∩ φq := 〈φq, (0→ q)〉(q → n). (35)
In the more general case, by (30) and (20), the non-
onsite phase is:∫
∂M3
φ2[a
Zn , hZn ]
1
=
∫
∂M3
m
2n
αZnaZn
+
m
2
(
aZn ^
1
dαZn
n
+ (aZn + αZn)ba
Zn + αZn
n
e
+ daZn ^
1
ba
Zn + αZn
n
e+ hZn db dh
Zn
n
e), (36)
where αZn = (dhZn)Zn
B. Boundary transformation strings
On the boundary ∂M3, the 1-cocycle αZn is Poincare´
dual to closed loops ∂M3 ∩ αZn . These loops are the
boundary of a 2-manifold −M3∩αZn in the bulk. While
the 1-symmetry is on-site in the bulk, it is non-onsite on
the boundary, accompanied by the phase
∫
∂M3 φ2. Since
the bulk is a non-trivial SPT with 1-symmetry, we expect
that its boundary cannot be uniquely gapped without
breaking the 1-symmetry.
The 1-symmetry acts on the boundary as string opera-
tors. These string operators can be thought of as hopping
operators for some emergent flux anyons. We measure
the statistics of these anyons in the following subsection.
6FIG. 3. (Color online) Measurement of self and mutual statis-
tics of flux anyons. Top: A 2D region of ∂M3 is shown.
Here the Hilbert space is spanned by the boundary states
given in (25) and the degrees of freedom are aZn living
on gray links. Red lines depict the boundary 1-symmetry
W qi which can be regarded of as an anyon hopping opera-
tor. The corresponding αZn is non-zero on the gray links
intersecting the red dotted lines, and change these links by
|aZn〉∂ → exp(2pi i
∫
φ2)|(a+ α)Zn〉∂ , where φ2 is given by
(34) or (36). It turns out that, due to φ2[a, h] = 0 when
dh = 0, in our calculation for self and mutual statistics it is
only necessary to keep track of links aZni in the central square,
highlighted in yellow. Bottom: the configurations of four dif-
ferent 1-symmetries in the central square. Here hZn = q in
the region shaded in pink and hZn = 0 in the unshaded re-
gions. The non-zero values of α = dhZn are shown in red on
gray links intersected by the red dotted lines.
C. Self and mutual statistics of boundary
transformation strings
We triangulate the 2-dimensional boundary ∂M3 as
shown in Fig. 3. We only focus on a yellow central square,
whose links are labeled as aZni , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. We define
string operators: W qi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, to be the hopping
operator depicted in the bottom of Fig. 3.
Each string operator W qi is represented by an oriented
red line in the figure. The red line intersects links in the
lattice (colored in gray). Every lattice link intersecting
the red string is being updated as in (26) with α = dhZn .
hZn = q in the pink shaded region and hZn = 0 in the
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) To measure the self statistics, we
compare the outcome of two processes. The first hops an
anyon (shown in red) from left to right, and then hops an
anyon (shown in blue) from bottom to top; the second hops
an anyon from left to top and then hops an anyon from bottom
to right. The results differ by exchange of two anyons at their
final positions. (b) To measure the mutual braiding statistics,
we compare the outcome of two processes: the first hops a red
anyon (with flux q1) from left to right, followed by hopping
a blue anyon (with flux q2) from bottom to top; the second
process do these two operations in the different order. The
results differ by a change of linking number ∆Lk(q1, q2) = 1
between the world lines of the two anyons.
other unshaded regions. The operator W qi acts on the
boundary Hilbert space as described in (33), with φ2
given by (34) or (36).
1. Self-statistics
To compute the self statistics for anyon with flux q,
we compare the result of hopping an anyon from bottom
to top, then another anyon from left to right, versus the
result of hopping an anyon from bottom to right, and
another anyon from left to top.13 As shown in Fig. 4a, the
resulting positions of the two final anyons are exchanged
in the two processes. More explicitly the self-statistic is
given by θq, where
W q1 ◦W q2 = e2pi iθqW q4 ◦W q3 . (37)
Using (36) to compute the actions of W qi , the result is
(derivation details in Appendix H)
θq = q
2 m
2n
, (38)
which is consistent with Ref. 22: The 3+1D bulk state
that we have constructed is a Zn-1-SPT state labeled by
m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 2n−1}, protected by an on-site (anomaly-
free) Zn-1-symmetry. Its boundary has an anomalous
(non-on-site) Zn-1-symmetry generated by closed string
7operators (see eqn. (34) or eqn. (36)). The correspond-
ing open string operators will created topological exci-
tations on the boundary. The anomaly of the boundary
1-symmetry is encoded in the fractional statistics of those
topological excitations. For instance if n = 2, q = 1, then
for m = 2, the anyon is an emergent fermion. For m = 1
the anyon is an emergent semion.
2. Mutual-statistics
Similarly to compute the mutual statistics for two
anyons with flux q1 and q2, we compare the result of
hopping a flux q1 anyon from left to right, then the flux
q2 anyon from bottom to top, versus the result of doing
the two processes in a different order, as illustrated in
Fig. 4b. The mutual-statistic is given by θq1q2 , where
(derivation details in Appendix H)
W q11 ◦W q22 = e2pi iθq1q2W q22 ◦W q11 , (39)
and the result is
θq1q2 = q1q2
m
n
. (40)
VI. GAPPED SYMMETRIC BOUNDARIES
In this section we attempt to write down boundary
Hamiltonians which is symmetric under the non-onsite
transformation (33). We will show that it is possible
to gap out the boundary by realizing a topological or-
der, which in the (n,m) = (2, 1) case is the double
semion (DS) topological order, which contains an emer-
gent semion. In the (n,m) = (2, 2) case the toric code
is realized on the boundary, which contains an emergent
fermion. These are consistent with the conclusion from
the last section. The degenerate ground states for these
systems on a manifold with non-trivial cycles sponta-
neously break the 1-symmetry.
An easy way to see this is as follows. From ω4 =
dφ3[a], if M4 has a boundary,
Ztop =
1
nNl
∑
{aZn}
e2pi i
∫
M4 ω4[da
Zn ]
=
1
nNl∂
∑
{aZn∂ }
e2pi i
∫
∂M4 φ3[a
Zn ], (41)
where Nl∂ is the number of links in the space-time trian-
gulation of the boundary.
If we impose the constraint daZn
n
= 0 by hand (the
constraint doesn’t violate 1-symmetry since it is invariant
under (6)), then from the expression for φ3 (19), we have
φ3[a
Zn ]
∣∣
da
n
=0
1
=
m
2n
aZn daZn =
m
2
aZ2
daZ2
2
,
where in the last step we specialized to the case n = 2.
This can be recognized as the Lagrangian for the surface
topological order. To recast it into a more familiar form,
we have
daZ2
2
= β2a
Z2 2= Sq1(aZ2)
2
= aZ2aZ2 ,
where β2 is the Bockstein homomorphism and the second
equality follows from (A33), and the third equality is by
definition of Steenrod square (A19) and daZ2
2
= 0. So,
(41) becomes
Ztop
∣∣
da
2
=0
=
1
nNl∂
∑
{da 2=0}
e2pi i
∫
∂M4
m
2 a
Z2 da
Z2
2
=
1
nNl∂
∑
{da 2=0}
e2pi i
∫
∂M4
m
2 a
Z2aZ2aZ2 ,
which for m = 1 is (up to a volume term) the parti-
tion function for double semion topological order (see for
instance Ref. 28). For m = 2 the Lagrangian
2
= 0 and
describes the Z2 gauge theory, i.e. toric code.
A. Engineering boundary gapped Hamiltonian
Alternatively, we can explicitly engineer a gapped
Hamiltonian consisting of mutually commuting terms on
the boundary Hilbert space respecting the anomalous 1-
symmetry and realizing the DS topological order.
The following boundary Hamiltonian is proposed:
H∂ = −
∑
i
Hs,i −
∑
∆
Hp,∆ (42)
Hs,i := W⊙ i
Hp,∆ := δ〈da,∆〉Zn ,0.
Here i is summed over all sites and ∆ is summed over
all 2-simplices (i.e. triangles) in the boundary. δ is the
Kronecker delta function. 〈da,∆〉 is evaluating the 2-
cochain da on the 2-simplex ∆. Hence Hp,∆ enforces the
“no flux” constraint da
n
= 0 on every 2-simplices. W⊙ i
is the 1-symmetry operator corresponding to a tiny loop
surrounding site i (see Fig. 5).
1. H∂ is exactly soluble and has 1-symmetry
To show that H∂ consists of mutually commuting
terms, which also commutes with the boundary 1-
symmetry operators, it suffices to check the following
commutators vanishes:
[Hp,∆,W (h
Zn)] = 0 (43)
[W⊙ i,W (hZn)] = 0 (44)
for any Zn-valued 0-cochain hZn , where W (hZn) denotes
a 1-symmetry operator parameterized by hZn , whose
8action is described by (33) with a′Zn∂ = (a∂ + dh)
Zn .
To show (43), notice that
W (hZn)−1Hp,∆W (hZn)
= W (hZn)−1δ〈da,∆〉Zn ,0W (h
Zn)
= δ〈d(a+dh),∆〉Zn ,0 = δ〈da,∆〉Zn ,0 = Hp,∆,
where we used the fact that the non-onsite phases from
W (hZn) andW (hZn)−1 cancels, since δ〈da,∆〉Zn ,0 does not
change the value of aZn in the ket.
To show (44), notice that for any two Zn-valued 0-
cochain hZn1 and h
Zn
2 , we have
W (hZn2 )
−1W (hZn1 )
−1W (hZn2 )W (h
Zn
1 )|{aZn}〉∂
= exp
[
2pi i
∫
∂M3
(− φ2[(a+ dh2)Zn , hZn1 ]− φ2[aZn , hZn2 ]
+ φ2[(a+ dh1)
Zn , hZn2 ] + φ2[a
Zn , hZn1 ]
)]|{aZn}〉∂
= exp
[
2pi i
∫
∂M3
dφ1[a
Zn , hZn1 , h
Zn
2 ]
]
|{aZn}〉∂ , (45)
where we applied (32) and (31) in the last step to show
that the integrand in the exponent is a total derivative:
φ2[(a+ dh1)
Zn , hZn2 ]− φ2[aZn , hZn2 ]− (h1 ↔ h2)
= φ2[a+ dh1, h2]− φ2[a, h2]− (h1 ↔ h2)
=
m
2n
dh2(a+ dh1) + δdh2ξ2[a+ dh1] + dξ1[a+ dh1, h2]
− m
2n
dh2a− δdh2ξ2[a]− dξ1[a, h2]− (h1 ↔ h2)
=
m
2n
dh2 dh1 + dδdh1ξ1[a, h2]− (h1 ↔ h2)
= dφ1[a
Zn , hZn1 , h
Zn
2 ]
where
φ1[a, h1, h2] : =
m
2n
hZn2 dh
Zn
1 + ξ1[a
Zn + dhZn1 , h
Zn
2 ]
− ξ1[aZn , hZn2 ]− (h1 ↔ h2) (46)
1
=
m
2n
h2 dh1 + δdh1ξ1[a, h2] + dξ0[h1, h2]
− (h1 ↔ h2)
ξ0[h1, h2] : =
m
2
(bh2
n
e^
1
dh1 + h1bh2
n
e).
(See Appendix J for relationship between ω4, φ3, φ2 and
φ1 in general.)
Thus by Stoke’s theorem, (45) implies that when evalu-
ated on the closed manifold ∂M3, [W (hZn1 ),W (hZn2 )] = 0
for any Zn-valued 0-cochains h1, h2. For the case of
our interest (44), we may take hZn1 = h
Zn⊙
i where
W⊙ i = W (hZn⊙ i) as depicted in Fig. 5, and hZn2 = hZn
to be an arbitrary 1-symmetry. Alternatively we
can evaluate (45) by integrating the exponent over
a patch covering the region where hZn⊙ i 6= 0 and use
φ1[a
Zn , hZn1 = 0, h
Zn
2 ] = 0.
1 2
3
45
6
FIG. 5. (Color online) W⊙ i is the 1-symmetry operator on
the boundary Hilbert space for a tiny loop surrounding site
i. Here the pink shaded region has hZn = 1. The non-zero
values of α = dhZn = ±1 are drawn in red. The neighboring
sites of i are labeled j = 1, . . . , 6.
2. Topological ordered surface states for n = 2
We can specialize to the case (n,m) = (2, 1) and eval-
uate W⊙ i. Assuming “no flux” constraint is enforced,
we have (see Appendix I for details)
W⊙ i|{aZ2ij , aZ2jj′}〉
∣∣∣
da
2
=0
=
∏
〈j,j′〉
(−)aijaij′ |{(aij + 1)Z2 , aZ2jj′}〉,
where j, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , 6} are neighboring sites of i (see
Fig. 5). The product is taken over six links with neigh-
boring j, j′. The resulting H∂ gives rise to DS topological
order.
For the m = 2 case, we have
W⊙ i|{aZ2ij , aZ2jj′}〉
∣∣∣
da
2
=0
= |{(aij + 1)Z2 , aZ2jj′}〉
So hs,i is the usual star term and hp,∆ is the usual plaque
term for the toric code model. Thus H∂ gives rise to the
toric code topological order.
VII. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF
GROUND STATE WAVEFUNCTION
In this section we attempt to provide an intuitive in-
terpretation of the ground state wavefunction (24) on a
closed 3-manifold.
Recall from (24) and (19), the ground state wavefunc-
tion is
|ψ0〉 =
∑
{aZn}
e2pii
∫
M3 φ3[a
Zn ]|{aZn}〉
φ3[a] =
m
2n
ada+
m
2
da ^
1
b da
n
e+ dξ2[a].
In a closed 3-manifold M3, we can ignore the dξ2 term.
In the dual manifold M˜3, a is dual to 2-chains a˜, and da
is dual to ∂a˜, which is a 1-cycle.
If we focus on the term m2nada, which only depends on
1-diagonal links, we can imagine the dual 2-chains and
91-cycles as living on the dual faces and links of a simple
cubic lattice. Geometrically, m2nada is contributed from
the intersections of a˜ and ∂a˜′, which is ∂a˜ displaced by
the framing vector −~12 = (−1/2,−1/2,−1/2).∫
M3
m
2n
ada =
∑
p∈a˜∩∂a˜′
m
2n
qa,pq∂a′,p,
where qa,p, q∂a′,p ∈ Z denote the integer coefficients of
the 2-chain a˜ and 1-cycle ∂a˜′ at the intersection point p.
If the 1-cycle ∂a˜ can be resolved into non-intersecting
loopsKi, then a˜ are the Seifert surfaces Si for these loops.
A Seifert surface of loop Ki is an oriented surface with Ki
as its boundary. It is known that the signed intersection
number between Ki and a Seifert surface of K
′
j is the sum
of signed crossings between Ki and K
′
j (viewed from the
−~12 direction), which is the linking number Lk(Ki,K ′j)29.
Thus∫
M3
m
2n
ada =
∑
i,j
∑
Si∩K′j
m
2n
qiqj
=
m
2n
∑
i,j
qiqjLk(Ki,K
′
j)
=
m
2n
∑
i
q2iw(Ki) +
m
n
∑
i<j
qiqjLk(Ki,Kj), (47)
where w(Ki) = Lk(Ki,K
′
i) is the self-linking number
of Ki, and for i 6= j, Lk(Ki,K ′j) = Lk(Ki,Kj) is the
linking number between Ki and Kj . qi ∈ Z denote the
“strength” of each loop Ki. Note the result (47) is in-
variant (mod 1) under qi → qi + nui for any integers
{ui} for general m. For example in Figure 6(a), we see
that for an unknot with self linking number +1 carrying
flux da = q,
∫
M3
m
2nada =
m
2nq
2. In Figure 6(b), for the
Hopf link with linking number 1, with two loops carry-
ing flux da = q1 and q2, we have
∫
M3
m
2nada =
m
n q1q2.
This could be regarded as an alternative way to derive
the self-statistics (38) and mutual-statistics (40) of the
boundary transformation strings, from the 3d bulk space
perspective instead of the 2+1d boundary spacetime per-
spective.
However, when multiple lines intersect at a point,
we need to carefully resolve the 1-cycle ∂a˜ into non-
intersecting loops. We will consider the even m case and
the odd m case separately.
A. Even m case
In the case of even m, (19) is
φ3[a]
1
=
m
2n
ada.
Each lattice point of the dual cubic lattice has six con-
necting dual links. Given a dual cycle configuration ∂a˜,
we project these six links onto the plane perpendicular
(b)(a)
FIG. 6. (Color online) Evaluation of
∫
M3
m
2n
ada in the dual
lattice. Yellow squares, red links and green links represent a˜,
∂a˜ and ∂a˜′ respectively. Blue dot represents the intersection
of green links and yellow square, where ada 6= 0. The config-
uration of ∂a˜ is: (a) an unknot with self-linking number +1,
where the coefficient of the 2-chain a˜ on every yellow square
is q; (b) a Hopf link with linking number +1, where the coef-
ficient of the 2-chain a˜ on the two yellow squares are q1 and
q2. 31 -1
-2 -1 -2
FIG. 7. (Color online) “No-crossing” resolution at an in-
tersection. In the simple cubic dual lattice, every vertex is
connected to six oriented links. Each link carries an integer
q which is the coefficient of the 1-cycle ∂a˜. The figure on
the left shows one such configuration, viewed from ~1
2
. In the
“no-crossing” resolution, each link is resolved into q parallel
strands away from the original vertex. Near the vertex the
strands are connected such that there is no crossing when
viewed from ~1
2
. Such resolution may not be unique, but can
be fixed by choosing some convention.
to the −~12 framing vector. Then we resolve the inter-
section into disjoint loops with “no-crossing” resolution:
requiring that no crossing occurs in this intersection. An
example is shown in Fig. 7.
Since all the crossings are contributed away from in-
tersections, the wavefunction amplitude (47) is∫
M3
φ3[a] =
m
2n
∑
i
q2iw(Ki) +
m
n
∑
i<j
qiqjLk(Ki,Kj).
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a)A cubic cell is triangulated with
six tetrahedrons. In the dual lattice they corresponds to six
vertices (shown in black), which forms a hexagon. There are
two external links at each face which connects to vertices of a
neighboring cube. (b) Each link is separated into a “remain-
der” channel (black) dual to (da)Zn and a “quotient” channel
(red) dual to nb da
n
e. In each tetrahedron, the intersections
for “quotient” channels (red dots) were displaced slightly to-
wards the center of the cube, away from intersections for
“remainder” channels (black dots). The resulting crossings
between “remainder” and “quotient” channels viewed from
~1
2
contribute to da ^
1
b da
n
e. The two channels are coupled
within each tetrahedron by a red dashed line, dual to ndb da
n
e.
with Ki obtained from ∂a˜ by “no-crossing” resolution at
each vertex.
B. Odd m case
In the case of odd m, (19) is
φ3[a]
d,1
=
m
2n
ada+
m
2
da ^
1
b da
n
e.
As explained previously,∫
M3
m
2n
ada =
m
2n
×
∑( signed crossings
away from intersections
)
.
In the following we will also interpret the second term
as m2n×the sum of signed crossings under a “quotient-
remainder” resolution at intersections.
Since the term m2 da ^
1
b dan e
1
= m2 (da)
Zn ^
1
b dan e
also depends on 2- and 3-diagonal links, we need to use
the full triangulation described in Appendix D with six
tetrahedrons per unit cubic cell. The dual lattice is a
cubic lattice with six sites forming a hexagon in each
unit cell, depicted in Fig. 8(a).
The “quotient-remainder” resolution is the following:
write da = (da)Zn + nb dan e. These two terms are called
the “remainder” and “quotient” respectively. The 1-
cycles dual to da live on the links of the dual lattice.
We split each link in the dual lattice into two channels:
the “remainder” channel dual to (da)Zn , and the “quo-
tient” channel dual to nb dan e. They are depicted as black
and red links respectively in Fig. 8(b). If we detach the
‘quotient” intersections from the “remainder” intersec-
tions by displacing them slightly towards the center of
each cube, then da ^
1
nb dan e is the sum of signed cross-
ings (mod 2n) between the “remainder” channels and
the “quotient” channels, viewed from ~12 , as depicted in
Fig. 8(b). All other intersections (black and red dots in
Fig. 8(b)) are resolved with the “no-crossing” resolution.
Thus m2 da ^
1
b dan e is m2n×sum of signed crossings be-
tween quotient channels and remainder channels at a ver-
tex. As before, the sum of signed crossings is the sum
of linking numbers between resolved loops. Hence the
wavefunction amplitude (47) is∫
M3
φ3[a] =
m
2n
∑
i
q2iw(Ki) +
m
n
∑
i<j
qiqjLk(Ki,Kj).
with Ki obtained from ∂a˜ by “quotient-remainder” res-
olution at each vertex.
The term m2 da ^
1
b dan e is necessary to ensure that
φ3[a] is invariant mod 1 under a → a + nu for Z-valued
1-chain u. Indeed under a → a + nu, all changes occur
only in the quotient channel nb dan e → nb dan e+ndu. The
change to φ3[a] mod 1 is
1
2×the sum of signed crossings
between the dual of (da)Z2 in remainder channel and
the dual of du in the quotient channel. Since both of
them are closed loops living in separate channels, the
total number of signed crossing is even. Hence φ3[a] is
invariant mod 1.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the Zn-1-symmetry protected
topological states in 3+1-dimensions, which is labeled by
m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 2n − 1}. The Zn-1-symmetry is gener-
ated by closed membrane operators. We presented an
exactly soluble Hamiltonian which commutes with the
closed membrane operators, and wrote down the ground
state wavefunction. We also studied the effective bound-
ary theory in 2+1-dimensions. The effective boundary
theory has an anomalous Zn-1-symmetry generated by
closed string operators. We showed that those bound-
ary string operators create topological excitations at the
string ends, which may have non-trivial self-statistics. In
particular for the n = 2 case, they have self-semionic
(for m = 1) or fermionic statistics (for m = 2). In
these cases we can gap out the boundary with an en-
gineered boundary Hamiltonian with the anomalous Zn-
1-symmetry, which gives the same ground state as the
toric code model (for m = 2) and double-semion model
(for m = 1) on the boundary. Finally we interpreted the
wavefunction amplitudes of the bulk grounds states as
linking numbers of strings in the dual lattice.
In the future, we would like to study the nature of
the gapless boundary states. It is also interesting to see
11
whether other knot invariants can be derived from the
wavefunction amplitude for other 1-SPT’s.
LT thanks Yuan-Ming Lu for helpful discussions. LT
is supported by the Croucher Fellowship for Postdoctoral
Research. XGW is partially supported by NSF Grant No.
DMS-1664412.
Appendix A: Space-time complex, cochains, and
cocycles
In this paper, we consider models defined on a space-
time lattice. A spacetime lattice is a triangulation of
the D-dimensional spacetime MD, which is denoted by
MD. We will also call the triangulationMD as a space-
time complex, which is formed by simplices – the vertices,
links, triangles, etc. We will use i, j, · · · to label vertices
of the spacetime complex. The links of the complex (the
1-simplices) will be labeled by (i, j), (j, k), · · · . Similarly,
the triangles of the complex (the 2-simplices) will be la-
beled by (i, j, k), (j, k, l), · · · .
In order to define a generic lattice theory on the space-
time complex MD using local Lagrangian term on each
simplex, it is important to give the vertices of each sim-
plex a local order. A nice local scheme to order the ver-
tices is given by a branching structure.3,30,31 A branching
structure is a choice of orientation of each link in the d-
dimensional complex so that there is no oriented loop on
any triangle (see Fig. 9).
The branching structure induces a local order of the
vertices on each simplex. The first vertex of a simplex is
the vertex with no incoming links, and the second vertex
is the vertex with only one incoming link, etc. So the
simplex in Fig. 9a has the following vertex ordering:
0, 1, 2, 3.
The branching structure also gives the simplex (and its
sub-simplices) a canonical orientation. Fig. 9 illustrates
two 3-simplices with opposite canonical orientations com-
pared with the 3-dimension space in which they are em-
bedded. The blue arrows indicate the canonical orienta-
tions of the 2-simplices. The black arrows indicate the
canonical orientations of the 1-simplices.
Given an Abelian group (M,+), an n-cochain fn is
an assignment of values in M to each n-simplex, for ex-
ample a value fn;i,j,··· ,k ∈ M is assigned to n-simplex
(i, j, · · · , k). So a cochain fn can be viewed as a bosonic
field on the spacetime lattice.
M can also be viewed a Z-module (i.e. a vector space
with integer coefficient) that also allows scaling by an
integer:
x+ y = z, x ∗ y = z, mx = y,
x, y, z ∈ M, m ∈ Z. (A1)
The direct sum of two modules M1⊕M2 (as vector spaces)
is equal to the direct product of the two modules (as sets):
M1 ⊕ M2 as set= M1 × M2 (A2)
(b)(a)
0
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Two branched simplices with opposite
orientations. (a) A branched simplex with positive orientation
and (b) a branched simplex with negative orientation.
i
l
j k
a
FIG. 10. (Color online) A 1-cochain a has a value 1 on the
red links: aik = ajk = 1 and a value 0 on other links: aij =
akl = 0. da is non-zero on the shaded triangles: (da)jkl =
ajk + akl − ajl. For such 1-cohain, we also have a ^ a = 0.
So when viewed as a Z2-valued cochain, β2a 6= a ^ a mod 2.
We like to remark that a simplex (i, j, · · · , k) can have
two different orientations. We can use (i, j, · · · , k) and
(j, i, · · · , k) = −(i, j, · · · , k) to denote the same simplex
with opposite orientations. The value fn;i,j,··· ,k assigned
to the simplex with opposite orientations should differ by
a sign: fn;i,j,··· ,k = −fn;j,i,··· ,k. So to be more precise fn
is a linear map fn : n-simplex → M. We can denote the
linear map as 〈fn, n-simplex〉, or
〈fn, (i, j, · · · , k)〉 = fn;i,j,··· ,k ∈ M. (A3)
More generally, a cochain fn is a linear map of n-chains:
fn : n-chains→ M, (A4)
or (see Fig. 10)
〈fn, n-chain〉 ∈ M, (A5)
where a chain is a composition of simplices. For example,
a 2-chain can be a 2-simplex: (i, j, k), a sum of two 2-
simplices: (i, j, k) + (j, k, l), a more general composition
of 2-simplices: (i, j, k) − 2(j, k, l), etc. The map fn is
linear respect to such a composition. For example, if a
chain is m copies of a simplex, then its assigned value
will be m times that of the simplex. m = −1 correspond
to an opposite orientation.
We will use Cn(MD;M) to denote the set of all n-
cochains on MD. Cn(MD;M) can also be viewed as
a set all M-valued fields (or paths) on MD. Note that
Cn(MD;M) is an Abelian group under the +-operation.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) A 1-cochain a has a value 1 on
the red links, Another 1-cochain a′ has a value 1 on the blue
links. On the left, a ^ a′ is non-zero on the shade triangles:
(a ^ a′)ijl = aija′jl = 1. On the right, a
′ ^ a is zero on
every triangle. Thus a ^ a′ + a′ ^ a is not a coboundary.
The total spacetime lattice MD correspond to a D-
chain. We will use the same MD to denote it. Viewing
fD as a linear map of D-chains, we can define an “inte-
gral” over MD:∫
MD
fD ≡ 〈fD,MD〉 (A6)
=
∑
(i0,i1,··· ,iD)
si0i1···iD (fD)i0,i1,··· ,iD .
Here si0i1···iD = ±1, such that a D-simplex in the D-
chain MD is given by si0i1···iD (i0, i1, · · · , iD).
We can define a derivative operator d acting on an n-
cochain fn, which give us an (n + 1)-cochain (see Fig.
10):
〈dfn, (i0i1i2 · · · in+1)〉
=
n+1∑
m=0
(−)m〈fn, (i0i1i2 · · · iˆm · · · in+1)〉 (A7)
where i0i1i2 · · · iˆm · · · in+1 is the sequence i0i1i2 · · · in+1
with im removed, and i0, i1, i2 · · · in+1 are the ordered
vertices of the (n+ 1)-simplex (i0i1i2 · · · in+1).
A cochain fn ∈ Cn(MD;M) is called a cocycle if
dfn = 0. The set of cocycles is denoted by Z
n(MD;M).
A cochain fn is called a coboundary if there exist a
cochain fn−1 such that dfn−1 = fn. The set of cobound-
aries is denoted by Bn(MD;M). Both Zn(MD;M) and
Bn(MD;M) are Abelian groups as well. Since d2 =
0, a coboundary is always a cocycle: Bn(MD;M) ⊂
Zn(MD;M). We may view two cocycles differ by a
coboundary as equivalent. The equivalence classes of co-
cycles, [fn], form the so called cohomology group denoted
by
Hn(MD;M) = Zn(MD;M)/Bn(MD;M), (A8)
Hn(MD;M), as a group quotient of Zn(MD;M) by
Bn(MD;M), is also an Abelian group.
For the ZN -valued cocycle xn, dxn
N
= 0. Thus
βNxn ≡ 1
N
dxn (A9)
is a Z-valued cocycle. Here βN is Bockstein homomor-
phism.
We notice the above definition for cochains still makes
sense if we have a non-Abelian group (G, ·) instead of an
Abelian group (M,+), however the differential d defined
by eqn. (A7) will not satisfy d◦ d = 1, except for the first
two d’s. That is, one may still make sense of 0-cocycle
and 1-cocycle, but no more further naively by formula
eqn. (A7). For us, we only use non-Abelian 1-cocycle
in this article. Thus it is ok. Non-Abelian cohomology
is then thoroughly studied in mathematics motivating
concepts such as gerbes to enter.
From two cochains fm and hn, we can construct a third
cochain pm+n via the cup product (see Fig. 11):
pm+n = fm ^ hn,
〈pm+n, (0→ m+ n)〉 = 〈fm, (0→ m)〉×
〈hn, (m→ m+ n)〉, (A10)
where i→ j is the consecutive sequence from i to j:
i→ j ≡ i, i+ 1, · · · , j − 1, j. (A11)
Note that the above definition applies to cochains with
global.
The cup product has the following property
d(hn ^ fm) = (dhn) ^ fm + (−)nhn ^ (dfm) (A12)
for cochains with global or local values. We see that hn ^
fm is a cocycle if both fm and hn are cocycles. If both fm
and hn are cocycles, then fm ^ hn is a coboundary if one
of fm and hn is a coboundary. So the cup product is also
an operation on cohomology groups ^: Hm(MD;M) ×
Hn(MD;M) → Hm+n(MD;M). The cup product of two
cocycles has the following property (see Fig. 11)
fm ^ hn = (−)mnhn ^ fm + coboundary (A13)
We can also define higher cup product fm ^
k
hn which
gives rise to a (m+ n− k)-cochain32:
〈fm ^
k
hn, (0, 1, · · · ,m+ n− k)〉
=
∑
0≤i0<···<ik≤n+m−k
(−)p〈fm, (0→ i0, i1 → i2, · · · )〉×
〈hn, (i0 → i1, i2 → i3, · · · )〉, (A14)
and fm ^
k
hn = 0 for k < 0 or for k > m or n. Here
i → j is the sequence i, i + 1, · · · , j − 1, j, and p is the
number of permutations to bring the sequence
0→ i0, i1 → i2, · · · ; i0 + 1→ i1 − 1, i2 + 1→ i3 − 1, · · ·
(A15)
to the sequence
0→ m+ n− k. (A16)
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For example
〈fm ^
1
hn, (0→ m+ n− 1)〉 =
m−1∑
i=0
(−)(m−i)(n+1)×
〈fm, (0→ i, i+ n→ m+ n− 1)〉〈hn, (i→ i+ n)〉.
(A17)
We can see that ^
0
=^. Unlike cup product at k = 0, the
higher cup product of two cocycles may not be a cocycle.
For cochains fm, hn, we have
d(fm ^
k
hn) = dfm ^
k
hn + (−)mfm ^
k
dhn+ (A18)
(−)m+n−kfm ^
k−1
hn + (−)mn+m+nhn ^
k−1
fm
Let fm and hn be cocycles and cl be a chain, from
eqn. (A18) we can obtain
d(fm ^
k
hn) = (−)m+n−kfm ^
k−1
hn
+ (−)mn+m+nhn ^
k−1
fm,
d(fm ^
k
fm) = [(−)k + (−)m]fm ^
k−1
fm,
d(cl ^
k−1
cl + cl ^
k
dcl) = dcl ^
k
dcl
− [(−)k − (−)l](cl ^
k−2
cl + cl ^
k−1
dcl). (A19)
From eqn. (A19), we see that, for Z2-valued cocycles
zn,
Sqn−k(zn) ≡ zn ^
k
zn (A20)
is always a cocycle. Here Sq is called the Steenrod square.
More generally hn ^
k
hn is a cocycle if n+k = odd and hn
is a cocycle. Usually, the Steenrod square is defined only
for Z2-valued cocycles or cohomology classes. Here, we
like to define a generalized Steenrod square for M-valued
cochains cn:
Sqn−kcn ≡ cn ^
k
cn + cn ^
k+1
dcn. (A21)
From eqn. (A19), we see that
dSqkcn = d(cn ^
n−k
cn + cn ^
n−k+1
dcn) (A22)
= Sqk dcn + (−)n
{
0, k = odd
2Sqk+1cn k = even
.
In particular, when cn is a Z2-valued cochain, we have
dSqkcn
2
= Sqk dcn. (A23)
Next, let us consider the action of Sqk on the sum of
two M-valued cochains cn and c′n:
Sqk(cn + c
′
n) = Sq
kcn + Sq
kc′n+
cn ^
n−k
c′n + c
′
n ^
n−k
cn + cn ^
n−k+1
dc′n + c
′
n ^
n−k+1
dcn
= Sqkcn + Sq
kc′n + [1 + (−)k]cn ^
n−k
c′n
− (−)n−k[−(−)n−kc′n ^
n−k
cn + (−)ncn ^
n−k
c′n]
+ cn ^
n−k+1
dc′n + c
′
n ^
n−k+1
dcn (A24)
Notice that (see eqn. (A18))
− (−)n−kc′n ^
n−k
cn + (−)ncn ^
n−k
c′n (A25)
= d(c′n ^
n−k+1
cn)− dc′n ^
n−k+1
cn − (−)nc′n ^
n−k+1
dcn,
we see that
Sqk(cn + c
′
n) = Sq
kcn + Sq
kc′n + [1 + (−)k]cn ^
n−k
c′n
+ (−)n−k[dc′n ^
n−k+1
cn + (−)nc′n ^
n−k+1
dcn]
− (−)n−k d(c′n ^
n−k+1
cn) + cn ^
n−k+1
dc′n + c
′
n ^
n−k+1
dcn
= Sqkcn + Sq
kc′n + [1 + (−)k]cn ^
n−k
c′n
+ [1 + (−)k]c′n ^
n−k+1
dcn − (−)n−k d(c′n ^
n−k+1
cn)
− [(−)n−k+1 dc′n ^
n−k+1
cn − cn ^
n−k+1
dc′n]. (A26)
Notice that (see eqn. (A18))
(−)n−k+1 dc′n ^
n−k+1
cn − cn ^
n−k+1
dc′n
= d(dc′n ^
n−k+2
cn) + (−)ndc′n ^
n−k+2
dcn, (A27)
we find
Sqk(cn + c
′
n) = Sq
kcn + Sq
kc′n + [1 + (−)k]cn ^
n−k
c′n
+ [1 + (−)k]c′n ^
n−k+1
dcn − (−)n−k d(c′n ^
n−k+1
cn)
− d(dc′n ^
n−k+2
cn)− (−)ndc′n ^
n−k+2
dcn
= Sqkcn + Sq
kc′n − (−)ndc′n ^
n−k+2
dcn
+ [1 + (−)k][cn ^
n−k
c′n + c
′
n ^
n−k+1
dcn]
− (−)n−k d(c′n ^
n−k+1
cn)− d(dc′n ^
n−k+2
cn). (A28)
We see that, if one of the cn and c
′
n is a cocycle,
Sqk(cn + c
′
n)
2,d
= Sqkcn + Sq
kc′n. (A29)
We also see that
Sqk(cn + dfn−1) (A30)
= Sqkcn + Sq
k dfn−1 + [1 + (−)k]dfn−1 ^
n−k
cn
− (−)n−k d(cn ^
n−k+1
dfn−1)− d(dcn ^
n−k+2
dfn−1)
= Sqkcn + [1 + (−)k][dfn−1 ^
n−k
cn + (−)nSqk+1fn−1]
+ d[Sqkfn−1 − (−)n−kcn ^
n−k+1
dfn−1 − dcn ^
n−k+2
dfn−1].
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Using eqn. (A28), we can also obtain the following re-
sult if dcn = even
Sqk(cn + 2c
′
n)
4
= Sqkcn + 2d(cn ^
n−k+1
c′n) + 2dcn ^
n−k+1
c′n
4
= Sqkcn + 2d(cn ^
n−k+1
c′n) (A31)
As another application, we note that, for a Q-valued
cochain md and using eqn. (A18),
Sq1(md) = md ^
d−1
md +md ^
d
dmd
=
1
2
(−)d[d(md ^
d
md)− dmd ^
d
md] +
1
2
md ^
d
dmd
= (−)dβ2(md ^
d
md)− (−)dβ2md ^
d
md +md ^
d
β2md
= (−)dβ2Sq0md − 2(−)dβ2md ^
d+1
β2md
= (−)dβ2Sq0md − 2(−)dSq0β2md (A32)
This way, we obtain a relation between Steenrod square
and Bockstein homomorphism, when md is a Z2-valued
cochain
Sq1(md)
2
= β2md, (A33)
where we have used Sq0md = md for Z2-valued cochain.
For a k-cochain ak, k = odd, we find that
Sqkak = akak + ak ^
1
dak (A34)
=
1
2
[dak ^
1
ak − ak ^
1
dak − d(ak ^
1
ak)] + ak ^
1
dak
=
1
2
[dak ^
2
dak − d(dak ^
2
ak)]− 1
2
d(ak ^
1
ak)
=
1
4
d(dak ^
3
dak)− 1
2
d(ak ^
1
ak + dak ^
2
ak)
Thus Sqkak is always a Q-valued coboundary, when k is
odd.
Appendix B: Procedure for deriving Hamiltonian
from topological partition function
Suppose M4 = M3 × I for some closed 3-manifold
M3 and I is an interval parametrized by t ∈ [0, T ] to
be regarded as the time direction. The space-time has
boundaries at t = 0, T , where the field configurations are
given by {aZn0 } and {aZnT }. To obtain the Hamiltonian,
the transverse matrix is given by
〈{aZnT }|e−THˆ
∞ |{aZn0 }〉 = Ztop[{aZnT }, {aZn0 }]
ZtopM3×I [{aZnT }, {aZn0 }]
=
1
nNl,int+(Nl,0+Nl,T )/2
∑
{aZnint}
e2pi i
∫
M4 ω4 ,
where
∫
M4 ω4 is evaluated with link configurations at its
boundaries fixed to be {aZn0 }, {aZnT } and link configu-
rations in the space-time internal bulk given by {aZnint}.
Nl,0, Nl,T and Nl,int are the number of links at the two
boundaries and in the space-time bulk respectively. In
the following we assume the two boundaries have the
same triangulation so Nl,0 = Nl,T = Nl,M3 .
A crucial point is that due to the cocycle condition,
Ztop[{aZnT }, {aZn0 }] is independent of the triangulation
and field configuration of the internal bulk and only de-
pends on the configuration at its boundaries. This im-
plies e−THˆ
∞
is a projection operator. In addition, this al-
lows us to choose freely the internal configuration to sim-
plify the calculation. We triangulate the internal space-
time such that it consists of Nl,M3 + 1 infinitesimal spa-
tial slices, each slice having the same triangulation of the
spatial slices at t = 0, T . Between two adjacent slices, ex-
actly one link ij has its field changed from aZn0,ij to a
Zn
T,ij
while all other links remains the same. Furthermore the
order of links to be changed does not matter. This means
e−THˆ
∞
=
∏
ij
Pij
〈{aZnT }|Pij |{aZn0 }〉 =
∏
i′j′ 6=ij
δaZn
0,i′j′ ,a
Zn
T,i′j′
×
ZtopM3×I,ij [{aZnT }, {aZn0 }], (B1)
and Pij are projection operators which commute with
each other for different choices of ij . Hence we only need
to evaluate ZtopM3×I,ij [{aZnT }, {aZn0 }] with one link differ-
ent between t = 0, T . Furthermore since it is independent
of internal link configurations we may set aZnint = 0 in the
calculation of Pij . So
ZtopM3×I,ij [{aZnT }, {aZn0 }] =
1
n
e2pi i
∫
M3×I ω4
∣∣∣
aZnint=0
(B2)
The eigenvalues of Hˆ∞ are 0,∞ and its ground state
satisfies Pij |ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉. We can construct a Hamiltonian
with finite gap but the same ground state as Hˆ∞ by
defining
Hˆ = −
∑
ij
Pij . (B3)
Appendix C: Ground state wavefunction
Suppose ω4 = dφ3 for some 3-cochain φ3(which
may not have 1-symmetry, so this does not mean
ω4 is a coboundary with 1-symmetry), then φ3
can be interpreted as the phase of a ground state
wavefunction. To check this, we define |ψ0〉 =∑
aZn e
2pii
∫
M3 φ3({aZn})|{aZn}〉. Then
e−THˆ
∞ |ψ0〉
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=
∑
aZn0 ,a
Zn
T
ZtopM3×I [{aZnT }, {aZn0 }]e2pi iφ3({a
Zn
0 })|{aZnT }〉
=
1
nNl,int+Nl,M3
×
∑
{aZn0 ,aZnT ,aZnint}
e2pi i [
∫
M3×I ω4+
∫
M3 φ3({aZn0 })]|{aZnT }〉
=
1
nNl,int+Nl,M3
∑
{aZn0 ,aZnT ,aZnint}
e2pi i
∫
M3 φ3({aZnT })|{aZnT }〉
= |ψ0〉,
where we used Stoke’s theorem
∫
M3×I ω4 =
∫
M3 φ3
∣∣T
0
.
Appendix D: Triangulation of hypercubic lattice
Rd may be triangulated by first admitting a hyper-
cubic lattice, and triangulating each hypercube Id =
{(x1, . . . , xd) : 1 ≥ xi ≥ 0 ∀i} into d! simplices ∆p la-
beled by p in the permutation group Sd:
∆p = {1 ≥ xp(1) ≥ · · · ≥ xp(d) ≥ 0}.
The vertices and branching structure for each ∆p are
given by
~0 = (0, . . . , 0)
→ p̂(1)
→ p̂(1) + p̂(2)
. . .
→ p̂(1) + · · ·+ p̂(d) = (1, . . . , 1) = ~1,
where î is the unit vector in the xi direction. The orien-
tation of ∆p is given by σ(p) = 
p(1)...p(d).
Appendix E: Evaluation of
∫
I4
(bZn)2 in a hypercube
Let bZn be a 2-cocycle. Under the triangulation in
Appendix D for d = 4, we have∫
I4
(bZn)2
= 〈(bZn)2,
∑
p
σ(p)∆(p)〉 = 〈(bZn)2, µνρσ∆{µνρσ}〉
= µνρσ〈bZn , (~0, µ̂, µ̂+ ν̂)〉〈bZn , (µ̂+ ν̂, µ̂+ ν̂ + ρ̂,~1)〉
=
1
4
µνρσ〈bZn , (~0, µ̂, µ̂+ ν̂)− (ν ↔ µ)〉
× 〈bZn , (µ̂+ ν̂, µ̂+ ν̂ + ρ̂,~1)− (ρ↔ σ)〉
=
1
4
µνρσFµν(
µˆ
2
+
νˆ
2
)Fρσ(µˆ+ νˆ +
ρˆ
2
+
σˆ
2
), (E1)
where
Fµν(~r) :=〈bZn , (~0, µˆ, µˆ+ νˆ)~r− µˆ2− νˆ2 − (µ↔ ν)〉.
Appendix F: Evaluation of Pij in the m=even case
In this section we follow the procedure described in
Appendix B and write down the projectors Pij in the
m=even case for the topological action (23) with M3 =
R3. The matrix elements are given by (B2) and (21):
〈{aZnT }|Pij |{aZn0 }〉 =
∏
i′j′ 6=ij
δaZn
0,i′j′ ,a
Zn
T,i′j′
× 1
n
e2pi i
∫
R3×I
m
2nSq
2(daZn ),
where∫
R3×I
Sq2(daZn) =
∫
R3×I
daZn daZn
=
∫
R3×I
d(aZn daZn) =
∫
R3
aZn daZn
∣∣∣∣T
0
= δ
(∫
R3
aZn daZn
)
=
∫
R3
δaZn daZn + aZn dδaZn + δaZn dδaZn
d
=
∫
R3
δaZn daZn + daZnδaZn ,
where we have defined δ(x) := x|T0 . In the last step we
used integration by part and the fact that δaZn dδaZn =
0 because it is impossible for both factors of the cup
product to be non-zero, since δaZn is non-zero for only
one link ij. So Using the triangulation of Appendix D
for D = 3 space, we have∫
R3
δaZn daZn + daZnδaZn
=
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγ〈δaZn daZn + daZnδaZn , (~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n〉
=
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγδaZn(~0, αˆ)~nda
Zn(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
+ daZn(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~nδa
Zn(αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
=
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγδaZn(~0, αˆ)~nda
Zn(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
+ daZn(~0, βˆ, βˆ + γˆ)~n−βˆ−γˆδa
Zn(~0, αˆ)~n
=
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγ
2
δaZn(~0, αˆ)~n
× [Fβγ( βˆ
2
+
γˆ
2
)~n+αˆ + Fβγ(
βˆ
2
+
γˆ
2
)~n−βˆ−γˆ ]
=
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγ
2
δaZn(~0, αˆ)~n[Fβγ(~rij +
~1
2
) + Fβγ(~rij −
~1
2
)],
(F1)
where (~a,~b, . . . ,~c)~n is a shorthand for (~a+~n,~b+~n, . . . ,~c+
~n), and we have dropped the 〈〉 brackets for pairing
cochains and chains. ~rij = ~n +
αˆ
2 denote the mid-point
of ij = (~0, αˆ)~n,
~1
2 := (
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ), and
Fβγ(~r) := da
Zn(~0, βˆ, βˆ + γˆ)
~r− βˆ2− γˆ2
− (β ↔ γ).
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Note that the final expression F1 only depends on links
which are 1-diagonal. So the 2-diagonal and 3-diagonal
links simply form decoupled product states. We may
henceforth neglect all these links for the current analysis.
We may now write down the expression for Pij
Pij =
1
n
n∑
k=0
X̂kij e
2pi i mk2n
αβγ
2 [Fβγ(~rij+
~1
2 )+Fβγ(~rij−~12 )], (F2)
summed only over 1-diagonal links ij = (~n, ~n + αˆ), X̂ij
increments aZnij by 1. It can be checked that [Pij , Pi′j′ ] =
0 for distinct 1-diagonal links ij and i′j′.
Appendix G: Evaluation of Pij for general m
As in the m=even case, the matrix elements of the
projectors Pij are given by (B2):
〈{aZnT }|Pij |{aZn0 }〉 =
∏
i′j′ 6=ij
δaZn
0,i′j′ ,a
Zn
T,i′j′
× 1
n
e2pi i
∫
R3×I
m
2nSq
2(daZn )+dξ3[a
Zn ],
where the exponent is∫
R3×I
m
2n
Sq2 daZn + dξ3[a
Zn ]
=
∫
R3×I
dφ3(a
Zn) =
∫
R3
δφ3[a
Zn ],
where φ3 is given in (19). Again δa
Zn dδaZn = 0 since we
only change by one link.
δφ3[a
Zn ]
d
=
m
2n
(
δaZn daZn + daZnδaZn
)
+
m
2
[
(daZn + dδaZn) ^
1
b da
Zn + dδaZn
n
e
]
− m
2
[
daZn ^
1
b da
Zn
n
e
]
d,1
=
m
2n
(
δaZn(da)Zn + (da)ZnδaZn
)
+
m
2
[
daZn ^
1
δb da
Zn
n
e
]
+
m
2
[
δaZn ^
1
db da
Zn + dδaZn
n
e
]
.
Where we integrated by part in the last step and used
δaZnδb daZnn e = δb da
Zn
n eδaZn = 0. Evaluating on the
d = 3 lattice triangulation described in Appendix D, we
have
δφ3(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)
=
m
2n
[
δaZn(~0, αˆ)(da)Zn(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)
+ (da)Zn(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)δaZn(αˆ+ βˆ,~1)
]
+
m
2
[
daZn(~0, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)δb da
Zn
n
e(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)
+ daZn(~0, αˆ,~1)δb da
Zn
n
e(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)
+ δaZn(~0,~1)db da
Zn + dδaZn
n
e(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)].
The projectors can be written as
Pij =
1
n
n∑
k=0
X̂kij e
2pi i
∫
R3 δkφ3[a
Zn ], (G1)
where δka
Zn = (aij + k)
Zn − aZnij is non-zero for only one
link ij.
There are three cases to consider: ij can be 1-, 2- or 3-
diagonal, as defined in subsection IV A of the main text.
For the 3-diagonal links ij = (~n, ~n+~1),∫
R3
δkφ3[a
Zn ] =
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγδkφ3(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
=
∑
α,β,γ
αβγ
m
2
δka
Zn(~0,~1)~n
× db da
Zn + dδka
Zn
n
e(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
1
=
m
2
δka
Zn(~0,~1)~n
×
∑
α,β,γ
αβγb da
Zn
n
e[(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n + (~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n],
where (~a,~b,~c)~n is a shorthand for (~a + ~n,~b + ~n,~c + ~n).
We see that the 3-diagonal link ij is coupled to b daZnn e
on twelve triangles making up the six faces of the cube
whose diagonal is ij.
For the 2-diagonal links ij = (~n, ~n+ αˆ+ βˆ),∫
R3
δkφ3[a
Zn ] =
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγδkφ3(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
=
∑
γ
αβγ
m
2
{
daZn(~0, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
× δkb da
Zn
n
e[(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n − (~0, βˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n]
+ daZn(~0, γˆ,~1)~n−γˆ
× δkb da
Zn
n
e[(γˆ, γˆ + αˆ,~1)~n−γˆ − (γˆ, γˆ + βˆ,~1)~n−γˆ]}
=
m
2
δkb da
Zn
n
e[(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n − (~0, βˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n]
×
∑
γ
αβγ daZn
[
(~0, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n − (−γˆ,~0, αˆ+ βˆ)~n
]
.
For instance, if α, β = x1, x2, the link ij is involved as
δkb daZnn e in two triangles making up the square in x1–x2
plane enclosing ij. Each of the triangles is coupled to
daZn on two other faces in the (x1 + x2)–x3 plane. All
four triangles intersect at ij.
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For the 1-diagonal links ij = (~n, ~n+ αˆ),∫
R3
δkφ3[a
Zn ] =
∑
~n∈Z3
αβγδkφ3(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
=
∑
β,γ
αβγ
m
2n
(
δaZn(~0, αˆ)~n(da)
Zn(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n
+ (da)Zn(~0, βˆ, βˆ + γˆ)~n−βˆ−γˆδa
Zn(βˆ + γˆ,~1)~n−βˆ−γˆ
)
+
m
2
(
daZn(~0, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~nδb da
Zn
n
e(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n
+ daZn(~0, γˆ + αˆ,~1)~n−γˆδb da
Zn
n
e(~0, γˆ, γˆ + αˆ)~n−γˆ
+ daZn(~0, γˆ,~1)~n−γˆδb da
Zn
n
e(γˆ, γˆ + αˆ,~1)~n−γˆ
+ daZn(~0, βˆ,~1)~n−βˆ−γˆδb
daZn
n
e(βˆ, βˆ + γˆ,~1)~n−βˆ−γˆ
)
=
∑
β,γ
αβγ
{m
2n
δaZn(~0, αˆ)~n
× (da)Zn[(αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n + (−βˆ − γˆ,−γˆ,~0)~n]
+
m
2
(
δb da
Zn
n
e(~0, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n
× daZn[(~0, αˆ+ βˆ,~1)~n + (−γˆ,~0, αˆ+ βˆ)~n]
+ δb da
Zn
n
e(−γˆ,~0, αˆ)~n
× daZn[(−γˆ, αˆ, αˆ+ βˆ)~n + (−βˆ − γˆ,−γˆ, αˆ)~n])}.
In the case n = 2, b daZ22 e
2
= Sq1(aZ2).
Appendix H: Calculation details for θq, θq1q2
It turns out we only need to keep track of the two trian-
gles and five links in the central square, shown in Fig. 3.
This is slightly non-trivial, essentially due to φ2[a, h] = 0
when dh = 0. In this section we assume ai = a
Zn
i and
q = qZn . Applying (33), we have
W qi |{aZn}〉 = e2pi i
[
φ2({a1,a4,a0},h(W qi ))−φ2({a2,a3,a0},h(W qi ))
]
× |{[a+ dh(W qi )]Zn)}〉,
with h(W qi ) depicted in the bottom of Fig. 3.
Evaluating φ2 using (36), we have
φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q1 )) 1=
m
2
(a4 − a0)ba4 + q
n
e
φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q1 ))
1
=
m
2n
qa3 +
m
2
(a2 + a3 − a0)ba2 + q
n
e
φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q2 ))
1
=
m
2n
(−q)Zna4 + m
2
(a1 + a4 − a0)ba1 + (−q)
Zn
n
e
φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q2 )) 1=
m
2
(a3 − a0)ba3 + (−q)
Zn
n
e
φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q3 )) = 0
φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q3 )) 1=
m
2n
qa3
+
m
2
(
a0(
q + (−q)Zn
n
) + (a2 + q)ba3 + (−q)
Zn
n
e
+ (a2 + a3 − a0)(ba2 + q
n
e+ ba3 + (−q)
Zn
n
e))
φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q4 )) 1=
m
2n
(−q)Zna4
+
m
2
(
a0(
q + (−q)Zn
n
) + (a1 + (−q)Zn)ba4 + q
n
e
+ (a1 + a4 − a0)(ba1 + (−q)
Zn
n
e+ ba4 + q
n
e) + qb−q
n
e)
φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q4 )) = 0.
So for self-statistics (37), after some algebra, we are left
with
θq
1
= φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q2 ))− φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q2 ))
+ φ2({(a1 − q)Zn , a4, (a0 − q)Zn}, h(W q1 ))
− φ2({a2, (a3 − q)Zn , (a0 − q)Zn}, h(W q1 ))
− φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q3 )) + φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q3 ))
− φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q4 ))
+ φ2({(a2 + q)Zn , (a3 − q)Zn , a0}, h(W q4 ))
1
= q2
m
2n
.
Whereas for mutual-statistics (39), we have
θq1q2
1
= φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q22 ))− φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q22 ))
+ φ2({(a1 − q2)Zn , a4, (a0 − q2)Zn}, h(W q11 ))
− φ2({a2, (a3 − q2)Zn , (a0 − q2)Zn}, h(W q11 ))
− φ2({a1, a4, a0}, h(W q11 )) + φ2({a2, a3, a0}, h(W q11 ))
− φ2({a1, (a4 + q1)Zn , (a0 + q1)Zn}, h(W q22 ))
+ φ2({(a2 + q1)Zn , a3, a0}, h(W q22 ))
1
= q1q2
m
n
.
Appendix I: Evaluation of W⊙ i for (n,m) = (2, 1)
In this section we derive (I). We also assume a = aZn
for all initial link values in this section. Restricting to
(n,m) = (2, 1) and enforcing “no flux” rule da
2
= 0, (36)
is
φ2[a, h
Z2 ]
1
=
1
4
αZ2a+
1
2
(
a ^
1
dαZ2
2
+ (a+ αZ2)ba+ α
Z2
2
e+ hZ2 db dh
Z2
2
e). (I1)
Applying (33), we have
W⊙ i|{aij , ajj′}〉∣∣daZ2 2=0
18
= e2pi iΦ[a]|{(aij + 1)Z2 , ajj′}〉,
where
Φ[a] = 〈φ2, (1, 2, i)〉 − 〈φ2, (2, i, 3)〉+ 〈φ2, (i, 3, 4)〉
− 〈φ2, (i, 5, 4)〉+ 〈φ2, (6, i, 5)〉 − 〈φ2, (1, 6, i)〉.
Applying (I1) for each 2-simplex in Fig. 5, we get
〈φ2, (1, 2, i)〉 = 1
2
(
a12ba2i + 1
2
e)
〈φ2, (2, i, 3)〉 = 1
4
ai3 +
1
2
(
a23 + (a2i + 1)bai3 + 1
2
e)
〈φ2, (i, 3, 4)〉 = 1
4
a34
〈φ2, (i, 5, 4)〉 = 1
4
a54
〈φ2, (6, i, 5)〉 = 1
4
ai5 +
1
2
(
a65 + (a6i + 1)bai5 + 1
2
e)
〈φ2, (1, 6, i)〉 = 1
2
(
a16ba6i + 1
2
e).
Note for a = aZ2 and a′ = a′Z2 , we have ba+a′2 e = aa′.
Also for any simplex (i, j, k), the “no flux” constraint
means
ajk = (aij + aik)
Z2 = aij + aik − 2baij + aik
2
e
= aij + aik − 2aijaik.
After a bit of algebra, simplifying using the above iden-
tities, we finally arrive at
Φ[a]
1
=
1
2
∑
〈jj′〉
aijaij′ .
1. DS projector Hamiltonian
For completeness, we supplement this section by briefly
explaining the projector Hamiltonian for DS topological
order from the action (up to a volume term)
ZDS =
∑
da
2
=0
e2pi i
∫
M3
1
2aaa.
The construction was well-studied in the literature, see
eg . Ref. 33. It is similar to that described in Appendix
B, except that six links connecting to the same site is
updated. We have
Hˆ = −
∑
i
Pi
∏
∆i
δ〈da,∆〉,0 −
∑
∆
δ〈da,∆〉,0,
where ∆ is summed over all 2-simplices, ∆i are product
over all 2-simplices having i as a vertex.
Pi|{aij , ajj′}〉 = e2pi iΦDS [a]|{(aij + 1)Z2 , ajj′}〉,
and ΦDS [a] is evaluating the cocycles on the six tetra-
hedrons involved when a site is updated. Using Fig. 5
and updating i to i′ with i′ out of paper, where ai′j =
(aij + 1)
Z2 and aii′ = 1, the result is
ΦDS [a]
1
=
1
2
[
a12a2i + a2i(ai3 + 1) + (ai5 + 1)a54
+ a6i(ai5 + 1) + a16a6i
]
1
=
1
2
∑
〈jj′〉
aijaij′ .
We see it describes the same phase as H∂ in (42).
Appendix J: ω4, φ3 and φ2
In the main text, we find that for Zn-1-SPT, the 4-
cocycle ω4, the ground state wavefunction amplitude φ3,
and the boundary transform anomalous phase φ2 are re-
lated via (17) and (29):
ω4[da
Zn ] = dφ3[a]
−δαφ3[aZn ] = dφ2[a, h].
In general, given ω4 satisfying dω4 = 0. We can define
the 3-cochain φ
∗
0
3 as follows:
〈φ
∗
0
3, (1234)〉 := 〈ω4, (
∗
01234)〉,
where we have introduced an extra “reference” vertex
∗
0.
A heuristic way to interpret
∗
0 is that it is located at t =
−∞ whereas the other vertices i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are located at
a spatial slice at t = 0. So aii′ are “spatial” links and a∗
0i
are “temporal” links. We may choose the links a∗
0i
= 0,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 as a convention. The dependence of φ
∗
0
3 on∗
0 is the choice of such convention. For arbitrary 4-chain
(01234), we have
〈dφ
∗
0
3, (01234)〉
=
4∑
m=0
(−)m〈φ
∗
0
3, (0 . . . mˆ . . . 4)〉
=
4∑
m=0
(−)m〈ω4, (
∗
00 . . . mˆ . . . 4)〉
= 〈ω4, (01234)〉 − 〈dω4, (
∗
001234)〉
= 〈ω4, (01234)〉,
so ω4 = dφ
∗
0
3.
To generalize (29), note that if we have a 1-symmetry
α = dh only on the spatial links, then we can use the
invariance of ω4 under space-time 1-symmetry to undo h
from the spatial links and act (−h) on the temporal links
instead, i.e.
〈φ
∗
0
3[a+ α], (1234)〉 = 〈φ
∗
0
3[a+ dh], (1234)〉
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= 〈ω4[a+ (dh)spatial], (
∗
01234)〉
= 〈ω4[a], (
∗
11234)〉
= 〈φ
∗
1
3[a], (1234)〉.
So δαφ
∗
0
3 = φ
∗
1
3 − φ
∗
0
3. Here (dh)spatial means it only exists
on spatial links aii′ , and we have introduced a new vertex
∗
1 where
a∗
1i
:= a∗
0i
− hi = −hi.
If we define
〈φ
∗
0
∗
1
2 , (234)〉 := 〈ω4, (
∗
0
∗
1234)〉,
it can then be checked that for arbitrary 3-chain (1234),
we have
〈dφ
∗
0
∗
1
2 , (1234)〉
=
4∑
m=1
−(−)m〈φ
∗
0
∗
1
2 , (1 . . . mˆ . . . 4)〉
=
4∑
m=1
−(−)m〈ω4, (
∗
0
∗
11 . . . mˆ . . . 4)〉
=
∗
1∑
∗
m=
∗
0
−(−) ∗m〈ω4, (
∗
0 . . .
∗ˆ
m. . .
∗
11234)〉+ 〈dω4, (
∗
0
∗
11234)〉
= −〈ω4, (
∗
11234)〉+ 〈ω4, (
∗
01234)〉
= −〈φ
∗
1
3, (1234)〉+ 〈φ
∗
0
3, (1234)〉.
So δαφ
∗
0
3 = −dφ
∗
0
∗
1
2 .
In general we may define
〈φ
∗
0...
∗
(4−k−1)
k , (01234)〉 := 〈ω, (
∗
0 . . .
∗
(4− k − 1)(4− k) . . . 4)〉
for k = 3, 2, 1, 0,−1. They represent the anomaly in the
boundary transformation in k-dimensional sub-manifolds
in the boundary. k = −1 means dimension 0 in the bulk.
They satisfy
∗
dφk = (−)k dφk−1,
where
(
∗
dφk)
∗
0...
∗
(4−k) :=
4−k∑
∗
m=0
(−) ∗mφ
∗
0...
∗ˆ
m...
∗
(4−k)
k .
Appendix K: Generalization of (38) and (40) to
G-protected 1-SPT for finite unitary groups
In general, we can carry through the calculations for
self-statistics and mutual-statistics for transformation
strings, for a G-protected 1-SPT in 3+1D as well, where
G is any unitary group. Note G is Abelian since it is a
1-symmetry. In this section we will only present the final
results.
Following similar strategies for deriving self- and
mutual-statistics in the Zn case, it can be shown that
for general unitary group G, the self- and mutual- statis-
tics of transformation strings are given by
θq = −ω4(−q,−q, 0,−q, 0, q) + ω4(−q,−q,−q,−q, 0, 0)
− ω4(0,−q, 0,−q,−q, 0) + ω4(0, 0, 0, 0,−q, 0)
+ ω4(0, 0, q, 0, 0, 0)− ω4(0, 0,−q, 0,−q,−q)
(K1)
θq1q2 =
{[
ω4(−q1, 0,−q1, q1, 0,−q1 − q2)
+ ω4(0, 0,−q1,−q2,−q1 − q2,−q1)
− ω4(q1, 0, 0,−q1,−q1 − q2,−q2)
− (q1 → 0)
]− (q2 → 0)}+ (q1 ↔ q2), (K2)
where q, q1, q2 ∈ G labels the group element as-
sociated with the transformation string, ω4[B] =
ω4(B012,B013,B014,B023,B024,B034) where dB = 0. It
can be checked (K1) and (K2) are topological invariants,
namely, they are unchanged under ω4 → ω4 + dβ3 for
any 1-symmetric 3-cochain β3.
We will check that (K1) and (K2) recovers (38) and
(40) in the case G = Zn. The Zn 4-cocycle (3) is
ω4[B] = m
2n
Sq2BZn
=
m
2n
(BZn012BZn234 + BZn034(dBZn)0123 + BZn014(dBZn)1234),
(K3)
where
(dBZn)0123 = BZn123 − BZn023 + BZn013 − BZn012
(dBZn)1234 = BZn234 − BZn134 + BZn124 − BZn123
BZnijk = (BZn0jk − BZn0ik + BZn0ij)Zn for i 6= 0,
so (K1) and (K2) are
θq = −ω4(−q,−q, 0,−q, 0, q) + ω4(−q,−q,−q,−q, 0, 0)
− ω4(0,−q, 0,−q,−q, 0) + ω4(0, 0, 0, 0,−q, 0)
+ ω4(0, 0, q, 0, 0, 0)− ω4(0, 0,−q, 0,−q,−q)
1
= −0 + (m
2n
q2)− 0 + 0 + 0− 0 = m
2n
q2.
θq1q2 =
{[
ω4(−q1, 0,−q1, q1, 0,−q1 − q2)
+ ω4(0, 0,−q1,−q2,−q1 − q2,−q1)
− ω4(q1, 0, 0,−q1,−q1 − q2,−q2)
− (q1 → 0)
]− (q2 → 0)}+ (q1 ↔ q2)
=
{[
(
m
2n
(−q1)Zn(−q2)Zn
+
m
2
(−q1 − q2)Zn−q
Zn
1 − (−q1)Zn
n
)
20
− m
2
(−q2)Zn−(−q1)
Zn − qZn1
n
− (q1 → 0)
]− (q2 → 0)}+ (q1 ↔ q2)
1
=
{[(m
2n
q1q2 +
m
2
[q1b−q2
n
e+ q2b−q1
n
e
+ (q1 + q2)(bq1
n
e+ b−q1
n
e)])
− m
2
q2(bq1
n
e+ b−q1
n
e)
− (q1 → 0)
]− (q2 → 0)}+ (q1 ↔ q2)
1
=
{[(m
2n
q1q2 +
m
2
[q1b−q2
n
e+ q2b−q1
n
e
+ q1(bq1
n
e+ b−q1
n
e)])]− (q2 → 0)}+ (q1 ↔ q2)
1
=
(m
2n
q1q2 +
m
2
[q1b−q2
n
e+ q2b−q1
n
e])+ (q1 ↔ q2)
1
=
m
n
q1q2.
Thus (38) and (40) are recovered.
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